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About This Content

The SPECACT kit upgrades have arrived on PC! PC players can now change how their soldiers look on the battlefield with this
additional downloadable content. With the 4 kit-specific unique uniforms and the camouflaged SPECACT personal M16A2,

UMP-45, MG3 and a gun metal black M95 SNIPER, you have a visual edge on the Battlefield, showing that you’re a force to be
reckoned with.

Recruited strictly from other high-level Special Operations units such as Delta Force and Spetsnaz, the Special Activities groups
– SPECACT – are the elite of the elite, used mainly for covert operations and other high-risk missions in areas where

conventional troops cannot be used.
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Genre: Action
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DICE
Publisher:
Electronic Arts
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP
Processor: Core 2 Duo @ 2.0GHz
Memory: 2GB
Graphics: 256 MB Video Card (GeForce 7800 GT / ATI X1900)
DirectX®: DirectX 9, 10, and 11 support
Hard Drive: 15 GB
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dugs dugs so many dugs. This is a pure cosmetical DLC, so it is optional and only for supporting the developer.
Country flags as skins, based on the most-played-countries.

The skins are well done, as always. Didnt find a visual error.
There is also a "proud skin", which does remind me to not do drugs ;)
I do hope that this gets expanded based on different countries as well, i do not want to run a "false flag" operation.. Emporium is
meditative and ethereal, and immensely sad.

Effectively a 2.5D walking simulator, with minimal interactivity, a fractured narrative, and haunting mood. It is beautifully
presented, with dreamlike imagery and ambient sounds. It lasts about 30mins, and is worth playing twice to see all dialogue.

For me it was an unforgettable experience, but it won’t appeal to everyone. It’s slow, echoingly empty and lonely, and aching
with despair. But if you like experimental non-linear narrative, or just appreciating a dreamlike and melancholy mood perfectly
evoked, Emporium excels at this.

The atmosphere is a bit like walking around in the surrealist paintings of Jeffrey Smart: a tiny figure beside vast, anonymous
urban buildings, which warp into each other impossibly. Even the vantage point of the camera, distant and detached, reinforces
the sense of loneliness that pervades every scene.

It’s one of the most emotionally affecting games I have played. It is heavy with feelings that you could name as depression or
regret, but no words really capture the pure wordless sorrow of it. It’s all the more impactful for being slightly abstract and
ambiguous, creating a world that you experience as the reflections of a despairing mind, in the fragmented but looping form that
such mental ruminations often take, with minor details left unclear. Language, as with other aspects, is used sparingly, so that
“less is more”, as well as matching the theme.

It’s rare that a game evokes such emotions and does not try to define or make sense of it. Emporium presents its story without
judgement, without telling you what to feel, and without pretending to resolve anything.

Emporium is a game doing what a work of art should: letting you glimpse into someone else’s mind, expanding a medium to
convey its story, enveloping you in its world and moods, and making you feel something beyond what there are words for.
. One of the best TBS games I've ever played.
Minimalist but very exciting and always a challenge.
Ideally, it would still be more accurate to understand the effects of the NCOs and generals. The diversity of peoples, troops and
battlefields also holds plenty of content. Looking forward to the next DLC. Also Slitherine & Byzantine Games!. Short indie
game with simple ('neon') graphics. The combat is pretty good except for those annoying ceiling turrets and the last missions.
The maps are a bit monotonous so I wasn't too unhappy that it was over. Still a good game considering its price tag and the
combat in the early sections.

7/10.. one the best games i have ever played. The extremely poor combat wrecks what should be a very good game.
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So much of this game has promise, but the lack of a block essentially locks you into strange clunky mobility (There's no
backwards dash) to avoid enemies, and the addition of fall damage to a platformer that's primarily vertical just makes it feel bad
to play.. GOTY right here.
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Energy mechanic in a paid game. Enough said.. Also known as: Not-so Serious Sam
A must-play if you've played the other Serious Sam games first, absolutely not a starting point if you have not played this series.

Serious Pros:
+ It's Serious Sam
+ The weapons are mostly really good, but the vast majority are typical Serious Sam weapons
+ The later levels (specifically the last act) are actually extraordinarily well done, in my opinion
+ As always, lots of enemies to shoot at and plenty of ammo to shoot them with. If there's one thing this game does right, it's
letting you shoot swarms of enemies
+ Diversity of enemies keeps the game fresh
+ No hitscan enemies!
+ Skippable cutscenes
+ Of the secrets you find in any of the main SS games, these are probably the most fun
+ The jokes are Seriously dumb

Serious Cons:
- The save system is Seriously horrible. You can go to an area fully equipped but don't even think about dying. You'll find
yourself loading a checkpoint with the minimum in health and ammo. On Serious difficulty, this can render certain sections
even more difficult than they probably intended, originally.
- The first 4 acts are Seriously not memorable in the slightest, with terrible level design making the game more trial and error
and less Serious Sam. The command centre finale is a perfect example of this - an enemy will get stuck in a portion of the map
unreachable by the player making it impossible to progress. If you're in the wrong position a Serious Bomb may not even be
sufficient to remedy this!
- The Zap Gun is ridiculously overpowered for a weapon with unlimited ammunition AND homing capabilities. With enough
patience you can cheese entire sections with this weapon, even in later Acts
- I can appreciate Croteam trying out a new direction with Serious Sam, but I don't think it worked out well. The story interferes
with shooting enemies more than it should.
- Hitscan enemies are replaced with enemies with homing explosive weapons. This basically makes dodging projectiles moot as
you focus on a new projectile only to get hit by one you thought you dodged
- Enemies can glitch through walls, either attacking you through them, exploding their weapons through them, shooting through
them, or just plain old clipping through
- I think they forgot to code friction into stackable objects. Just touching a box stacked on another is often sufficient to send it
flying
- The jokes are Seriously dumb

So if you want a Serious Sam game, go for TFE or TSE or even SS3 if you can stomach through the first couple acts. But
Seriously save SS2 for last because you'll probably be disappointed.. Game is dead :(. it makes the story to be more complete!.
UNDER DEVELOPMENT, ♥♥♥♥ OFF I WANT MY 2$ BACK. cant get it to open up,was really pumped too :(,after a long
fight it is fun to play around in. I wish the gameplay had more because i like were it is going.. To hard. I like how the army
sends 8 men to kill entire german divisons.. First let me detail that I'm not a huge VN player, though what few ones I have
played have been quite enjoyable, so I like to think that I can tell the difference between one that is worth playing, and one that
is not.
 With that said, the reason why this particular VN attracted my attention was because of the unique story concept, Literally, the
first thing that hooked my attention was; "Would you get along with your game character?" When I first saw that, I humored to
investigate the game, read some reviews and see the media files covering bits of it to get a taste for the artwork. After that, I was
sold to give it a try, especially considering it was on sale.

 First thing I'd like to compliment toward is that the game went for fully voiced dialogue (save the protagonist, which of course
is obvious why they wouldn't). I get that a lot of instances people prefer to imagine the voice of characters for themselves in
visual novels, to create the story for themselves. Other cases say that the voice acting in this game wasn't very impressive, which
I could understand, it wasn't Disney-quality audio, but it was definitely better than a lot of others I've heard before, and was well
enough that it helped to set a positive mood for the story and it's characters than the alternative of ruining the experience, which
has happened before.. The only complaint I could possibly voice on this subject is that part of me felt like the voices sounded
very "hush-hush," as though they were trying to use indoor voices. Which is understandable, considering unique circumstances
and the possible lack of a studio, but it occasionally took away from the emotion that was to be expected out of certain scenes,
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such as Nerith raising her voice in frustration. But again, it didn't ruin the experience by any degree, so it's hardly worth faulting
the game over. It's more of a personal opinion.

 On part of the artwork, I personally enjoyed it. It felt familiar; as though I've seen similar, but there was nothing wrong with
that. The artstyle worked and was very well done, especially in respect to the scenic (background) images, as well the sprites. I
felt the cinematic scenes could have used a little more work in some cases, but never so much so that it was ever disastifying to
look at.

 As for the soundtrack, I loved it! Though there didn't feel to be very much variety of individual songs, that was hardly a
problem considering that most of what was used worked very well for different scenes. I'm specifically a fan of the main menu
theme, as it does well to set the feeling of fantasy elements, even though the beginning of the game is the only time it fully
adopts the atmosphere of a fanasy setting.

 As for the story and the length of the game, I found it to be very pleasant, especially considering typos and grammatical errors
were few and far apart. Though I do feel the game was a bit short-lived, which came as a bit of a disappointment when I met the
conclusion, I had certainly hoped to have had a lot more involvement in the course of the story. Thus far, I've only been able to
find 2 endings, being "Home" and "Next time." If there are more, I'm not aware of them, yet. Though what I felt to be a short
game, it certainly wasn't disatisfying (especially considering the top-secrect information that has been leaked by reliable sources
that shan't be named...).

Overall: I'd definitely recommend this game to anyone who can appreciate a well-written VR with pleasantly above average
attributes. 8\/10

Nerith is 10\/10wouldromance though, just saying...
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